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Background:  We assessed the feasibility of CT sizing of the LAA prior to closure using the Watchman device.
methods: 16 patients referred for interventional LAA closure were examined using Dual Source CT prior to the interventional procedure. 
Multiplanar reconstructions were aligned with the plane of the LAA ostium and measurements where performed in a cross-sectional plane 
orthogonal to the long axis of the LAA. Three measurements were performed: mean diameter, effective diameter from area measurement 
and effective diameter from perimeter measurement. LAA dimensions determined by CT were compared to intraprocedural sizing, which 
was based on angiographic and TEE assessment
results: Mean patient age was 76±7 years (8 males). LAA closure was successfully performed in all 16 patients (2x33 mm, 2x30 mm, 
5x27mm, 4x24mm and 3x21mm device). In one patient 2 devices were used due to a very wide LAA ostium. Mean diameter, perimeter 
derived effective diameter and area derived effective diameter as determined by CT were not significantly different (23.8±5 cm, 24.3±5 
cm and 23.6±5 cm, respectively, p = 0.9). Agreement between CT sizing and initial intra-procedural sizing was slightly better for perimeter 
derived effective diameter (8/13) compared to mean diameter (7/13) and area derived effective diameter (6/13). Initial intraprocedural sizing 
was changed in 3 patients due to failed implantation (upgraded in 2 patients and downgraded in 1 patient). In patients with disagreement 
between intraprocedural sizing and the three CT-based measurments, CT recommended a larger device in 5 patients and a smaller device 
in 2 patients, and the device was implanted according to the intraprocedural sizing. Follw-up data were a available for 10 patients. In 3 
patients with available follow-up data and in whom CT recommended a larger device, peri-device leak was observed (2 patients with rest-
flow in TEE, 1 patient with contrast in LAA in CT)
conclusion:  CT sizing of the LAA prior to interventional closure is feasible. Initial data potentially favor perimeter derived effective 
diameter for sizing. Whether CT-based sizing would correlate to better interventional or clinical outcomes needs to be further evaluated.
